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A Deck of 64 Affirmation Cards to Help You Find Your Inner Strength. Packaged in a beautiful gift

box, this deck of 64 cards contains 128 unique pieces of art exquisitely illustrated by five artists.

Each vibrant card contains a powerful affirmation on one side and a visualization on the other to

enlighten, inspire, and bring joy to your life.
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Louise Hay, the author of the international bestseller You Can Heal Your Life, is a metaphysical

lecturer and teacher with more than 40 million books sold worldwide. For more than 30 years,

Louise has helped people throughout the world discover and implement the full potential of their

own creative powers for personal growth and self-healing. Louise is the founder and chairman of

Hay House, Inc., which disseminates books, CDs, DVDs, and other products that contribute to the

healing of the planet. Visit www.LouiseHay.com Robert Holden, Ph.D., is the creator of the

Loveability program. His work on psychology and spirituality has been featured on Oprah, Good

Morning America, and a PBS special called Ã¢â‚¬Å“Shift Happens.Ã¢â‚¬Â• He was also featured

in two major BBC-TV documentaries, The Happiness Formula and How to Be Happy. His corporate

clients include Dove and its Campaign for Real Beauty. He is author of Happiness NOW!, Shift

Happens!, Authentic Success (formerly titled Success Intelligence), and Be Happy. Robert hosts a

weekly show on Hay House Radio called Shift Happens! He also contributes daily to his Facebook

page at www.facebook.com/drrobertholden. For information, visit www.robertholden.org.



Omg they're so cute. I love the size and the package is amazing too. They have a description on the

back which is also fun and colorful. Got these as a gift for my sister but I told her I would keep them

for safe keeping hahaha she couldn't help but laugh.

These cards are delightful. I am wary of new-age platitudes, but there is some real substance in this

deck. Each card has a short take-away thought on one side, an "affirmation at a glance," if you will.

But when you flip it over, you find further elaboration to help you personalize the concept's meaning

or amplify it into a healing meditation. Cards addressing specific issues--like body image, home,

job/income, age, health, etc.--appear to be the most helpful. They are of good quality, sturdy and

shiny like playing cards. The text alternates between printing and cursive script. Five artists

decorated them with bright, cheerful colors and appropriate scenes. (However, almost no men or

persons of color are shown.) A small hinged box is included for easy storage. As a psychologist, I

would feel comfortable using this set with my adult patients. There are no dark scenes or strong

language that might act as upsetting triggers in reviewing one's past. And I immediately picked out

about ten cards for my own use because I liked them so well. Job well done, Louise!

I was looking for something inspirational outside of the usual tarot/oracle type cards to help put me

in a more positive state of mind as I've been in a slump lately. These cards were perfect. A friend

was going through a difficult time and I had the inspiration to draw a card for her emailed her what

was written on the front and the back of the card. She was so thrilled as she felt it was perfect for

her situation and printed it out so she could look at it in her cubicle. Hay House has produced some

great products and I love their positive outlook. I draw a card daily to start off my day or meditate on

what's written on the card. It's really been a wonderful addition and pick me up to start off my day.

Louise Hay is right, power thoughts in a box. I wish the illustrations were a little more sophisticated

though. There seems to be a certain look to inspirational material but it can be so much better. None

the less, the ideas are good and if ingested begin to change ones mind and with doing so, one's

experience and results in the world.

The card words itself are nice and positive. But I've noticed that some of them stick on each other.

Also, the quality of the card seems below par as there were thin layers at the edge of the cards not

fully cut out.



I purchased these cards for a friend who is going through some tough times right now. She is

coming out of a very bad living situation and really needed to hear positive thoughts in her head

rather than the mean and vile stuff that was thrown at her this past year. I have always used Louise

Hay's power thought cards, books, tapes, etc...and knew without a doubt that these would do the

trick. She loves them. She reads two a day and works very hard on focusing on the messages that

they give her. She is 1 month out of the situation and doing better day by day. Love Louise Hay and

love all of her products especially the Power Thought Cards.

Bought this for myself after seeing it in a doctors office. Have since bought a couple more as gifts,

nice for a variety of ages and male/female recipients. Sometimes I use a card for a book mark or

tuck into my spouses laptop.

The art work and printing is child-like, the sayings are comforting, encouraging and inspiring.I have

them on the coffee table, pull a card each morning for a positive focus for the day.I'm a fan of Louise

Hay since the 70's, she does good work.
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